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Hiking through the olive groves  
on the other side of the coastal road The most difficult part of 
these hikes is crossing the coastal road! It has two lanes and the traffic is usually heavy. The best 
place to cross is by the Afacan entrance. 

The olive groves, which are crisscrossed with terraces, paths and ridges, are more extensive than 
it first appears. There is so much to see: squirrels, rabbits, different kinds of turtles, frogs, lizards, 
birds of prey and songbirds, butterflies, cicadas, hornets, giant grasshoppers and all sorts of other 
insects, as well as wild boar tracks and sometimes also snakes. The small pine forests on the hills 
across from the mountain with the white peak are a nice place to take a break.

Remember to bring enough drinking water with you. There are a number of wells along the way, 
some of which we have drunk from without regretting it, but we still advise you to be careful, as 
well water does not agree with everyone. It’s certainly fine for splashing on your face to cool down 
though. 

There are often remnants of ancient settlements near the wells. Please be aware that it is illegal 
to dig at these ancient sites or to take anything – even a small stone – with you. The Turkish 
authorities prosecute any desecration of the country’s historical heritage to the fullest extent of the 
law.

Trail 1 – Hike to Aşağışakran

>>> Cross the coastal road at the entrance to Afacan and follow it for about 350 meters heading 
north (be sure to walk as far over to the edge as possible).  > Turn right onto the gravel road, which 
after 180 meters turns into an ancient, meticulously cobbled road heading east. (Photo 1).  > The 
cobbled road takes you through the olive groves to a small pine forest on the right. On the left you 
can see the old rock houses in a depression (see below).  > The old road continues at a slight incline 
through a small canyon with a stream running through it, until after about 4 km of sharp bends, it 
reaches the village of Aşağışakran. 

>>> There are two teahouses and a small shop (that doesn’t sell ice cream though!) in the village.   
> There is a rest area as you enter Aşağışakran, with a gorgeous view of the sea (Photo 2).
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>>> A larger road connects Aşağışakran with Yenişakran, so you have the option of taking a taxi or 
bus from here.

Trail 2 – Hike to the rock houses

>>> The rock houses are in a depression between the high white peak of Sakar Dağı and the pine 
forest to the south (Photo 3). It takes about an hour to get there, walking at a brisk pace. 
>>> Follow the old road to Aşağışakran (see above).  > When you come to the first pine trees, you 
will see a path to the right leading into the little forest (also worth exploring), shortly thereafter a 
path to the left, which in some places turns into a narrow pass, zigzags down the mountain.  
> Follow this path until you come to a trail on the sharp right, which will take you through the pines 
to the historical rock houses.  > Take the narrow path that leads from a small clearing through the 
undergrowth to get to the other side of the rock. Here, on the left side, there are remnants of old 
climbing footholds (only for experienced climbers). 
>>> At the top are the ruins of an old dwelling that seems to have been made up of three rooms and 
a cellar. Holes in the rock wall indicate where crossbeams must once have been. We would love to 
know when this house was built and who lived there …
>>> The flat rock above the large rock house is worth exploring as well. This spot was once used for 
collecting fresh water and there are remnants of other dwellings.
>>> Take a break under the large pine tree. The view is incredible!
>>> You can return the way you came or continue on the wide path further down the mountain,  
until you come to an old well with running water. Sometimes there is a spigot stopping the water 
flow. Pull it out to get water and reinsert it when you’re finished. We have drunk this water and  
it was fine, though that may not be everyone’s experience. You can splash water on your face here  
in any case.  > Continue along the country lanes along the stream, heading west towards the  
coastal road. 

Trail 3 – From the new mole to the warm fresh water spring

>>> The construction of the new container port in Çandarlı has also affected the area around Afacan. 
From the new mole, which is a bit to the north of our property, a dirt road now (beginning in 2012) 
leads through a tunnel under the coastal road to the two enormous quarries right below the white 
peak of Sakar Dağı. A whole mountain is being excavated here. There are trucks constantly driving 
back and forth, making this route inappropriate for groups of children.
>>> After passing underneath the coastal road you walk by the construction workers’ temporary 
housing and follow the quarry road until you get to the power line.  > Take the country lane to the 
left of one of the power poles all the way to the spring, which is just below the lane right where 
it makes a sharp turn to the left by a large fig tree.  > The water from the spring is conducted by a 
canal-like stream alongside the dirt road until it reaches the mole.
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The old road to Aşağışakran
Trail 1 – Excursion to Aşağışakran 

View of Yenişakran to Aşağışakran
Trail 1 – Excursion to Aşağışakran 
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Rock houses between pine grove and “our” mountain Sakar Dağı, view from the old road
Trail 2 – To the rock houses

View of the rock houses from the south
Trail 2 – To the rock houses


